We report an implementation of the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey at a site that corresponds to a ruined castle. The objective of the survey was to characterise buried archaeological structures such as walls and tiles in Van Khan Tooril's Ruin, Mongolia, by 2D and 3D GPR techniques. GPR datasets were acquired in an area 10 m by 9 m, with 10 cm line spacing. Two datasets were collected, using GPR with 500 MHz and 800 MHz frequency antennas. In this paper, we report the use of instantaneous parameters to detect archaeological targets such as tile, brick, and masonry by polarimetric GPR. Radar polarimetry is an advanced technology for extraction of target scattering characteristics. It gives us much more information about the size, shape, orientation, and surface condition of radar targets.
Introduction
Geophysical methods are widely used in archaeology for detecting, mapping, and studying the characteristics of various types of objects and structures in the subsurface (Osella et al., 2005) . In autumn 2006 we began measurements aimed at characterising an archaeological site in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, which was a 13th century castle. A Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey was proposed to create a map of the site that would show the distribution and characteristics of the buried structures. We based our work on historical information and excavation. The use of 3D visualisation techniques is of primary importance in archaeological applications in order to display complex data in an easily understandable fashion, thus improving the quality and efficiency of the archaeological interpretation (Conyers and Goodman, 1997; Conyers, 2004; Conyers and Osburn, 2006) .
Reflection amplitude and geometry are the primary information used in GPR data for interpretation. Time-domain GPR data is presented as time and amplitude of the reflected signal. Another way of presenting the data is to transform the time domain signals to frequency and phase information. The phase information is sometimes more sensitive to dielectric material changes which cause sudden discontinuities in reflected signals.
Instantaneous amplitude is applied to identify anomalous reflections from a target. Sharp and discrete changes of instantaneous phase are used to identify location of the anomaly. In the analysis of this archaeological data, it became clear that the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase provided the most detailed information for target identification.
In this paper we report the use of instantaneous parameters to detect archaeological targets such as tile, bricks, and masonry surveyed by polarimetric GPR. Radar polarimetry is an advanced technology for extraction of target scattering characteristics. It gives us much information such as size, shape, orientation, or surface condition of radar targets (Boerner et al., 1998; Van der Kruk and Wapenaar, 2003; Streich and Van der Kruk, 2006; Tillard, 1994) . Radar polarimetry is concerned with control of the polarisation properties of radar waves and the extraction of target properties from the behaviour of waves scattered from a target. The electromagnetic field at a given point in space, at a given time, has both magnitude and direction, and thus is described by vectors. As the electromagnetic wave propagates, the orientation and the magnitude of these vectors change as a function of time. The radar can receive either vertically or horizontally polarised radiation, or sometimes both. The planes of transmitted and received polarisation are designated by the letters H and V for horizontal and vertical polarisation. Polarisation describes the magnitude and direction of the electromagnetic field as a function of time and space. GPR profiles measured at different polarisation provided us a more accurate and detailed information of the target.
In order to enhance our ability to interpret the archaeological targets and ability to recognise major reflections, we compared the GPR datasets acquired in two orthogonal survey directions. The comparison of these datasets provided 3D information on targets, particularly their depolarisation properties. These studies clearly emphasise how surveys in orthogonal direction have the potential to improve GPR imaging and interpretation. Furthermore, polarimetric surveys have been carried out in order to explore whether depolarisation phenomena could explain observations of phase discontinuity and amplitude changes on the GPR horizontal images.
2D vertical GPR profiles were processed using instantaneous amplitude and phase. In the GPR signal, instantaneous amplitude is strongly correlated with near-surface targets. Instantaneous phase maps show much clearer images of the inner structure of the castle by discontinuities in the signals. The GPR interpretation was performed on vertical profiles and horizontal slices separately, and they were then interpreted jointly.
Archeological background
The ruins of the castle of Van Khan (Wang Khan) Tooril, shown in Figure 1, The size of the main castle is~25 m by 30 m, and its outer walls are 300 m by 300 m. Before our GPR measurements archaeologists had excavated the eastern part of the main castle. In these excavations, archaeologists have found dragon and elephant statues, and some pattern roofs of castles. However, the structure of the castle is mainly characterised by the brick and masonry foundations. The depth of buried objects is variable from a minimum 10 cm to a maximum of~50 cm below the present ground level. Masonry structures are complicated by the array of bricks and joints. If GPR wavelength and antenna orientation are chosen correctly, then the position, internal cracking and the thicknesses of walls and bricks can be determined.
GPR data acquisition and processing
A 3D GPR survey was carried out in August 2006 and May 2007 within a 90 m 2 area. Our GPR measurement aim was to evaluate the evidence of buried structure, like walls, then delimit those structures and study the presence or absence of tiles from collapsed foundation. In preliminary work, a 3D GPR survey was conducted to estimate the archaeological target in the study area. We acquired 40 profiles 7 m long at 0.2 m line spacing, in a north-south survey direction. These results did not give enough information about the target. Therefore we decided to carry out further GPR measurements in the two orthogonal survey directions, from north-south and west-east.
To acquire the GPR data, we used a RAMAC/GPR system. Two types of antennas were used separately, operating at 500 MHz and 800 MHz. The higher frequency gives good resolution at shallow depths and the lower frequency gives a larger depth of investigation. We acquired 60 profiles 9.5 m long at 0.1 m line spacing in the north-south survey direction, and 74 profiles 7.5 m long at 0.1 m line spacing in the west-east survey direction, as shown in Figure 2 .
The velocity of the electromagnetic waves was measured by the common mid-point method and by time-domain reflectometer measurements. From these results a velocity of 0.13 m/ns was used for time-to-space conversion in this paper.
The goal of the processing was to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Signal processing is important to recognise archaeological structures in raw data according to their geometry and despite noise contamination. Data processing included pre-processing and computation of instantaneous parameters (Sato, 2001; Lu, 2002) . For the analysis of this archaeological data, it became clear that instantaneous amplitude and phase attributes provided the most detailed information for target identification. Therefore, instantaneous amplitude and phase results are presented here.
The Hilbert Transform (HT) has traditionally been used in both the theory and practice of signal processing. The classic approach for estimating instantaneous parameters relies on using the Hilbert Transform. The HT method extracts the instantaneous parameters by comparing the imaginary part with the real part of an analytical signal (Qian and Chen, 1996; Lanbo, 1998; Qian, 2002) . Therefore, the corresponding analysis is also called complex trace analysis. HT is a relationship between the real and imaginary components of a complex sequence. The complex trace f (t), is defined as:
where f r (t) and f i (t) are real and imaginary sequences. The real trace f r (t) is the observed GPR trace. The imaginary trace f i (t) is the HT of the real GPR trace. The HT is basically a special filter that shifts the phase of all positive frequencies of an input signal by -90 and all negative frequencies by +90 . Therefore, the Fourier Transforms F r (e jo ) and F i (e jo ) are directly related by
where
and
where F(e jo ) is the Fourier Transform of the complex trace. Therefore, a kind of 'causality' is applied to the Fourier Transform of the complex trace sequence:
The magnitude sequence A(t) is given by
and is called the instantaneous amplitude. It is the envelope of the complex trace sequence f(t). It may have its maximum at phase points other than peaks or troughs of the real trace especially where an event is a composite of several reflections. The magnitude of the complex trace is a measure of the total energy involved in the GPR reflection response. The instantaneous phase is given by
and emphasises the continuity of the events. It often makes weak coherent events clearer. By deriving the instantaneous parameters from the GPR data, we extract more accurate information about targets, such as their distribution. Instantaneous parameters such as the instantaneous amplitude, phase and frequency are directly related to geometry and physical property variations of the medium through which the radar signal propagates. HT will decompose a radar signal, represented as a time series, into its magnitude, instantaneous phase, or instantaneous frequency components. HT expresses the relationship between the magnitude and phase of a signal, or in other words, differentiates between its real and imaginarys parts (Qian and Chen, 1996; Lanbo, 1998; Qian, 2002) .
Data interpretation
Before interpreting horizontal slices, we analysed the anomaly geometry in distance and direction. In order to understand reflection behaviour of the archaeological targets, we processed the data in vertical GPR profiles. To better understand the influence of spatial sampling and the position and direction of the profiles with respect to the anomalies, we compared the 2D GPR profiles in orthogonal survey directions with horizontal slices obtained from those profiles. We focused our interpretation on the strongest reflections, labelled as A-N in the figures. The final interpretation was performed on both vertical GPR profiles and horizontal slices. Figure 3 shows Profile-4, acquired in the north-south survey direction, and Figure 4 shows Profile-10, acquired in the same survey at 60 cm distance from Profile-4. The purpose of selecting these profiles was to evaluate the intensity and detecting discontinuity of the signals at the different distances. An instantaneous amplitude plot of this data is shown in Figure 3b . The instantaneous amplitude provides a visual representation of reflection strength, and appears to be a valuable indicator of brick in the subsurface. Several reflection features can be observed in Profile-4. These features are enclosed by dashed white lines, and labelled A-D. Bricks may be responsible for prominent anomalies occurring near 2-5 m and 5.5-8.2 m, at 0.2 cm depth. Additional smaller anomalies are visible near 0.5-1.5 m at 0.2 cm depth and 8.6-10 m at 0.3 cm depth. Judging by the shape and the width of the reflections, the moderate to high intensity response in instantaneous amplitude corresponds to brick and tiles. The instantaneous phase section, Figure 3c , provided the most significant new information for our interpretation. Phase changes at the edges of the prominent anomalies (anomalies B and C) provide further strong evidence for sharp edges. Similar sharp changes marked the end of the profile.
2D vertical profile
To validate this interpretation we selected Profile-10 in northsouth direction. Figure 4 shows the instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous phase attributes of the data in Profile-10. An analysis of the data acquired on different proflies along the same survey direction indicates that there is a very clear difference in instantaneous amplitude and phase between Profile-4 and Profile-10. The instantaneous amplitude has greater continuity in Profile-4. Figure 4b shows slightly smaller multiple reflections as labelled as E, F and H. If the instantaneous amplitude data in Figures 3b and 4b is overlain by the instantaneous phase data in Figures 3c and 4c , a clearer image of the change in signal becomes readily apparent. From this we interpret that the change in dielectric property from bricks to soil is marked by a significant phase change that can be easily identified to enhance the interpretation. The least response in instantaneous amplitude might be related to the absence of bricks and tiles. According to these results, the moderate to high intensity response in instantaneous amplitude can be associated with presence of tiles, and lower values for these attributes can be associated with the absence of tile and bricks. Also, changes of phase shift can be correlated with these to indicate presence and absence of targets. We also acquired GPR data along west-east profiles, and one profile is shown in Figure 5 . In this direction, we also observed many reflections as in the north-south profiles, but the reflections from targets did not appear as clearly compared with reflections in the north-south profiles. This is explained by the fact that polarisation on the tiles and bricks was not parallel to the west-east direction. Even so, we could detect reflections from brick and tiles by using instantaneous parameters. Phase changes at the edges of the L and N anomalies provide strong evidence for sharp and discrete discontinuities there. We could also observe small phase changes at both edges of anomaly N. Between both edges of the anomaly N there is relatively good lateral continuity to the reflectors. In the instantaneous phase map we can easily distinguish phase changes due to brick targets and filling materials. 
3D horizontal slice
In order to visualise the anomaly, amplitude slice maps were created from the processed data. A GPR horizontal amplitude analysis has the ability to extract the short-wavelength reflected signal from the background noise and display it in a form that is useful for interpretation. Two-way travel times were converted to depth, using a velocity of 0.13 m/ns. Amplitude slice-maps were constructed in 2 cm horizontal slices across the surveyed area. The horizontal slice display detected many anomalies, which are not easy to interpret in terms of structures because of their indistinct shape. There might be changes in the electromagnetic impedance and therefore to the continuity in the geometries in the horizontal slices. Figure 6 shows a GPR horizontal slice map at 15 cm for data from the north-south direction surveys. The horizontal slices were used to analyse the effects on image quality of the distance between profiles and the profile direction with respect to anomaly location. Analysis of the anomalies detected with the horizontal slices (anomalies A-H) provided accurate results for detecting intensity, discontinuity, and geometry along the vertical GPR profiles. Analysis of the instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous phase maps gives significant additional information for target detection.
The amplitude map at a depth of from 0.15 to 0.21 m in Figure 7 might be used to explain a correlation between amplitude changes, distribution, and geometry of the target at different depths. The horizontal slices were used to analyse the effects on image quality of the distance between profiles and the profile direction with respect to anomaly location. The advantage of using the two GPR orthogonal survey directions of the horizontal slice map is a more accurate and detailed geometry of the archaeological structure at different polarisations. A dashed white rectangular line in Figure 7 indicates a room of the castle, and it matched in horizontal slice maps for the two orthogonal survey directions.
When the plane of polarisation of the transmitted wave radiation is parallel to the dominant plane of linear features, the polarised radar return will be stronger than the signal received when transmitting in an orthogonal plane. A good correlation is observed for the alignments of reflections using different polarisations, as shown in Figure 7 . However, more reflections appear in the north-south survey direction than in the west-east direction. This is due to the electric field orientation, which is in the horizontal plane for north-south survey directions, and the stronger horizontally polarised component of the backscattered energy is recorded. By viewing appropriately combined horizontal slices maps from orthogonal survey directions, it was possible to examine detailed 3D geometries of the brick, masonry and tile structures.
Conclusions
3D GPR imaging has successfully mapped the 13th century Van Khan Tooril's castle. We applied the GPR method to detect and locate anomalous zones that could be associated with buried structures. We focused our interpretation on the strongest reflections, labelled as A-H. Images were enhanced by the use of instantaneous parameter attributes. Judging by the shape and the width of the reflections, it is clear that a moderate intensity response in instantaneous amplitude corresponds to brick and tiles. The instantaneous phase map gave information about the location of targets, edges appearing as discontinuities of the signal.
In order to enhance our ability to interpretation the archaeological targets, and to recognise major reflections, we compared the GPR datasets acquired in two orthogonal survey directions. A good correlation is observed for the alignments of reflections acquired in the two directions. However, more reflections appear in the north-south survey direction than in the west-east direction. This is due to the electric field orientation, which is in the horizontal plane for north-south surveys, and the horizontally polarised component of the backscattered energy which is recorded is stronger. We could estimate the presence or absence of the foundations of the archaeological target by using instantaneous parameter attributes.
